CC and OCW

(back to workshops of EgA)

Workshop code: WS03

Time: 9.1.2014, 10:15 (right after the keynotes). We will have a lunch break at some point and continue until 13.30.

Location: Y309a

Goal: We want to figure out what kind of courses and support MA and PhD students need with regard to open access publishing, open dataset publishing, and Open Courseware (OCW).

Method: Short introductions to the theme, what kind of training has been given elsewhere, learning cafe for finding answers to open questions.

Who should attend: Anyone interested in open access publishing, open dataset publishing, and Open Courseware

Stakeholders: RSS (Research support services), Aalto Library, TOST

Presenter, moderators and facilitators:

• Maria Rehbinder, Legal Counsel IPR, Aalto University and Art University
• Tarmo Toikkanen, researcher, Aalto + Creative Commons Finland

Participants:

• Antti Rousi / Aalto Univ, Library / antti.m.rousiaalto.fi
• ...and many others, no doubt...

References:

• OSTI Open Science Training Initiative (developed in Oxford) link: http://opensciencetraining.com/

Files:

• Open Access_MR21 11 2013 .pptx

Viscipad for easy notetaking: http://viscipad.hiit.fi/ega2014-03